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Arne Henne becomes Chief Revenue Officer (CRO) at Pylot 
- Pylot further expands its management team: with Arne Henne as new CRO, the digitisation

platform for businesses gains a proven expert

- Henne will be responsible for all sales channels and marketing 

Berlin, July 1, 2020

Pylot, the digitisation and software platform for businesses, is expanding its management: Arne

Henne takes the position of Chief Revenue Officer (CRO). As CRO, he is responsible for the

sales-side strategic development of the company's expansion. Henne's area thus includes all

active sales channels as well as marketing. 

Henne was brought into the company by Pylots CEO, Michael Hartwig. Both had previously

worked for the software pioneer YEXT, Henne most recently as Regional Vice President Partner

Sales. Henne spent much of his career in senior sales and marketing positions at Vistaprint,

Albumprinter and most recently Facebook, as senior marketing and program manager for the

Europe, Middle East and Africa regions.

Michael Hartwig, CEO Pylot: "With Arne Henne, Pylot gains a proven expert in sales and

marketing for the large SME segment in Germany. Henne's know-how and expertise will help to

position Pylot even better in the market and with its customers. I am very much looking

forward to the new cooperation!”
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Arne Henne, CRO Pylot: "Pylot has set itself the goal of successfully digitizing small and

medium-sized businesses - in a simple and easy way, by using tailor-made solutions and

services. I am looking forward to working with the team to push this mission further".  

Pylot bundles the best digital solutions for companies on a single platform - such as the

“Firmeneintrag Plus”, which allows companies to update their opening hours and store

information for their customers in around 40 online portals simultaneously. In this way,

companies can keep track of an otherwise unmanageable range of products and services and

quickly find the right solutions for their individual problems. The increasing number of

customers, especially since the beginning of the Corona crisis, proves that Pylot has chosen the

right services.

About Pylot

Pylot bundles market-leading software solutions in one place and enables companies to

increase their online visibility and simplify their day-to-day business. The aim is to digitally

control processes in the areas of marketing, finance or organisation via a single cockpit. Pylot

was founded in 2019 as a joint start-up by the SIGNAL IDUNA Group and finleap, Europe's

leading Fintech ecosystem, in Berlin.
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